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Trailers (For trailers conveying boats-See Boats): 

Private empty or loaded with bona fide personal baggage or 
holiday effects 

Private loaded with household furniture or other goods being 
the private possession of the driver and not intended for 
sale or other reward ... 

Private loaded with a motor vehicle other than competition 
vehicle 

Commercial loaded. (Trailers being used for any business 
undertaking or revenue earning operation in the convey
ance of goods) 

Commercial loaded with a motor vehicle other than 
competition vehicle ... 

Empty commercial, not otherwise specified 
Empty conveyed on the tray of a motor lorry 

Loaded-conveying hazardous substances (The approval of 
Manager, Air/Sea Services is required and hazardous 
substances can only be conveyed on Arahanga). 

Loaded with empty tanks, cylinders, etc. returning after 
conveying hazardous substances and accompanied by a 
certificate issued by a qualified industrial chemist to the effect 
that the trailer and tanks, cylinders, etc., are gas free 

Loaded with empty tanks, cylinders, etc., returning after 
conveying hazardous substances and not accompanied by a 
certificate issued to the effect that the trailer and tanks, 
cylinders, etc, are gas-free will be treated as hazardous 
substances and conveyed on Arahanga only. (The approval of 
Manager, Air/Sea Services is required). . .. 

Trottin~ sulkies-on owner's vehicle or trailer 

When Towed 
by 
Vehicle 
Charged 
Under Table 

A or B 

A or B 

A or B 

A, B, C or 
D 

A, B, C or 
D 

B, C, orD 
See "Motor 
lorries" 

C or D 

C or D 

C or D 

Utilities-Charges based on factory specification lengths. See also clause 17 .3: 
Loaded, not otherwise specified 
Loaded with bona fide personal baggage, holiday effects, or workman's tools ... 
Empty, not otherwise specified 
Empty for delivery to the purchaser 
Empty, commercial or trade vehicles. See clause 17 .1 

Charge at 
Rate Table 

Trailer Charged at 
Table 

A 

B 

A (in addition 
charge 
half table 
Afar 
vehicle 
on 
trailer) 

C 

B (in addition 
charge 
Table A for 
vehicle on 
trailer) 

D 

C 

D 

E 
$12.67 each 

B 
A 
A 
B 
B 

Vans-Charges based on factory specification lengths. See clause 17.3: 
Loaded, not otherwise specified ... ... ... ... ... B 
Loaded with bona fide personal baggage, holiday effects, or workman's tools... A 
Empty new or used, for sale ( or being delivered to the purchaser) . . . : . . B 

Vans. (This classification refers generally to large vans owned by commercral 
concerns): 

Loaded 
Empty 
Being used for holiday purposes 

C 
D 
A 


